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Design
SOLAR SHOWERS

Innovative solar showers conceptor
and manufacturer.
Innovation and know-how are the key words that have raised Formidra to

the rank of reference brand in the solar shower market.

Both the experience and the Research & Development efforts have

allowed us to create exclusive ranges of solar showers, combining quality,

aesthetics and ecology.

Our unique  manufacturing  process is modernizing the field of solar

showers by using the shower itself as a reservoir.

This  reservoir  is  fully  heated  by  solar  heat  to  provide  hot  showers,

available in various capacities, between 23 and 44L.

Our solar showers combine :

•	 Ecology with natural heating - 100% solar.

•	 Simplicity, due to the easy installation with a standard connection.

•	 Unique design with elegant and colourful curves.

Our greatest pride is to have succeeded in transforming a useful product

into a decorative item that will idealize your exterior.



SOLAR SHOWER DESIGNED in FRANCE

A unique design
Have you ever dreamed of a product that does not exist on the market ?
At Formidra, our design department is in charge of the achievement of these
famous dreams.
Working closely with our production engineers and using the latest 3D
manufacturing technologies, enables us to create products with ideal features
and innovative designs.



Elegant and high capacity

SOLAR SHOWER

HAPPY 4x4 44L

Happy  4x4  is  equipped  with  a  mixing  valve  and  a  44L  water  thank.
This enlarged tank is heated exclusively by the sun, making this solar
shower 100% eco-friendly.
Made  of  Polyethylene  HD,  its  elegant  design  declined  in  5  trendy

colors and its curvy shape will perfectly suit your outdoor spaces.

Happy  4x4  also  had  an  enlarged  basis  for  better  stability  and  easy

installation.

Carton box :
2290 x 245 x 515 mm - 12.5 kg

Container 20’ = 92 pieces
Container 40’ = 240 pieces

HAPPY 4x4

Materials HD Polyethylene

Net weight 7.5 kg

Capacity 44 L

Height 229 cm

Pedestal dimensions 26 x 29 cm

Fixing kit Included

Warranty 2 years

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Warranty
2 years

Anthracite
DS-H422NO

Pink
DS-H422RS

Purple
DS-H422VO

Blue
DS-H422BL

Green
DS-H422VE

Adjustable head Stable and easy attachmentPrecise mixer Foot rinse


